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SKILL LEVEL: Beginner
SIZE: One Size
About 4 in. (10 cm), or size as desired

CORRECTIONS: None as of Jun 30, 2012. To check for later updates, click here.

MATERIALS
• 601-650 Lion Brand Bonbons Yarn: Party
1 Ball
• Lion Brand Large-Eye Blunt Needles (Set of 6)
• Additional Materials
Stiff cardboard
Metal ruler
Craft knife and cutting mat
Craft glue

GAUGE:
Exact gauge is not essential to this project.

SOLID STAR
Draw a star about 4 in. (10 cm) across, or size as desired, onto cardboard. With craft knife and metal ruler, cut
shape from cardboard.
Apply a small amount of glue to center of one side of cardboard star. With yarn in desired color and beginning at
center, wrap yarn into a spiral to cover star center. Allow to dry. Repeat on other side.
Apply a small amount of glue to base of one arm of star. Wrap yarn in desired color around arm from base to tip,
then back down to base. Without cutting yarn, draw yarn across the center of the star and continue to wrap the
next arm. Repeat until all arms have been wrapped.
With desired contrast colors of yarn, wrap randomly on top of main color. To secure these final wraps, thread yarn
end into blunt needle, then draw yarn under several wraps. Trim yarn ends.
Hanging Loop
Thread a 10 in. (25.5 cm) length of yarn into blunt needle. Draw needle under several wraps at top of Star. Knot
and trim ends.
STAR WITH CENTER CUT OUT
Draw a star about 4 in. (10 cm) across, or size as desired, onto cardboard. With craft knife and metal ruler, cut
shape from cardboard.
Draw a smaller star within this star about 1/2 in. (1.5 cm) in from each edge. With craft knife and metal ruler, cut
along marked line to create an open center.
Apply a small amount of glue to one section of star. Wrap glued area with yarn in desired color. Continue to apply
glue and wrap until entire star is covered.
With desired contrast color yarn, wrap randomly on top of main color. To secure these final wraps, thread yarn end
into blunt needle, then draw yarn under several wraps. Trim yarn ends.

Hanging Loop
Make as for Solid Star.

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual
knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

*Bonbons (Article #601).
Cotton: 100% Cotton. Care: Machine Wash Cool, Gentle Cycle, Do Not Bleach, Dry Flat, Low Iron, Dry Clean Any Solvent
Except Trichloroethylene.
Acrylic: 100% Acrylic. Care: Machine Wash and Dry, Do Not Bleach, Do Not Iron, Tumble Dry Normal, Dry Clean and Solvent
Except Trichloroethylene.
Metallic: 96% Acrylic, 4% Metallic Polyester. Care: Machine Wash Cool, Lay Flat to Dry, Do Not Bleach, Do Not Iron, Dry
Clean Any Solvent Except Trichloroethylene.; package size: Cotton: Weight Category 2: Sport Weight
8 x .35oz/10g
8 x 28yd/26m
Acrylic: Weight Category 3: DK Weight
8 x .35oz/10g
8 x 28yd/26m
Metallic: Weight Category 2: Sport Weight
8 x .35oz/10g
8 x 38.3 yd/35m

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!
Copyright ©1998-2011 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be reproduced -- mechanically,
electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying -- without written permission of Lion Brand Yarn Company.

